Chemistry & Forensic Science
Where Are They Now?

A degree from Saint Anselm College can be the beginning to many career paths. Of graduates since 2009, 93% are employed or engaged in service; 45% have attended graduate school. Of those that are currently in jobs, 85% are employed in their field.

Class of 2018
• Seven chemistry and eight forensic science graduates
• Three pursuing graduate school – University of North Carolina, University of New Haven and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
• One pursued military service in the US Navy
• Students are employed at Biotage, Tesaro, Dartmouth Hitchcock, Artel, and the Boston Police Laboratory

Class of 2017
• Eight chemistry and four forensic science graduates
• Two committed to service
• Five pursuing graduate school - Northeastern (Engineering), University of Northern Colorado (Chemical Education), Worcester Polytechnical Institute, UMass Lowell, Columbia (Nursing)
• One returned to Suffolk Law School

Class of 2016
• Eight chemistry and seven forensic science graduates
• One pursuing medical school - Dartmouth Medical School
• Four pursuing graduate school - UMass Lowell, Notre Dame (ESTEEM program), University of Vermont, Michigan State University
• One returned to graduate school - University of California, Irvine
• Employment has included Citizens Bank Anti-Money Laundering, PepsiCo, Founders Science Group, Manchester Police Department, Booze Allen Hamilton, CrossCountry Mortgage, VHG Labs

Class of 2015
• Four chemistry and two forensic science graduates
• One received her PharmD from the Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences
• One pursued a MA at William & Mary and is currently pursuing a PhD at Bowling Green State University (OH)
• One enlisted in the US Coast Guard
• One is in medical school at Saint George’s University
• Two are employed in the chemistry field

Class of 2014
• Six chemistry and one forensic science graduate (first year of program)
• One committed to volunteering
• Three pursuing graduate school - Dartmouth, University of Cincinnati, University of California, San Diego
• Three pursued careers in chemistry - FoodState Inc, Waters Corporation, JMS; one in forensic science - Medical Examiner's Office, Maricopa County

Class of 2013
• Two chemistry graduates
• One received his PharmD from Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences
• One pursued a career in chemistry - BioConcept Laboratories

Class of 2012
• Eight chemistry majors
• Three have pursued graduate/professional school - University of New England (Pharmacy), William & Mary, Clemson University
• Two have since returned to school - UMass Amherst, Tufts University (Physician Assistant)
• Careers have included - Patriot Ambulance, Underwriters Laboratories, Estee Lauder

Classes before 2012
• Students have enrolled at graduate schools including Princeton, University of Indiana, Colorado School of Mines, University of Cincinnati, University of Rhode Island, University of Oregon, and Florida State University, among others
• Graduates have pursued careers at Doosan Fuel Cells America, PAREXEL, Beyond Benign (Co-founder), Instrumentation Laboratory, Western New England College, Dottikon Exclusive Synthesis AG, Cabot Corporation, Northern Analytical Laboratory, MIT Lincoln Labs, and Medical Isotopes among others
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